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In the outpatient world, physicians are accustomed to seeing services as the key to reimbursement, but as
healthcare shifts toward value-based care, severity and outcomes will increasingly factor into reimbursement as well.

One of the areas where that shift is already occurring is in risk-adjustment and hierarchical condition categories
(HCC). The concept of HCCs is not new; the CMS-HCC model was implemented in 2004 as a way to determine
capitated payments for Medicare Advantage (MA) plans. But with the number of patients enrolled in MA tripling in
size since 2004and the expansion of HCC models to Part D plans (under the CMS-RxHCC model) and commercial
payers (under the HHS-HCC model), the importance of learning how to document and code for HCCs is increasing.

The implementation of the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA) will also increase HCC
usage. The program encourages participation in alternative payment models (APM), which use HCCs to calculate
risk. The other MACRA pathway, the Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS), may employ HCCs to provide
important patient data, according to Shea Lunt, RHIA, CPC, CPMA, PMP, a consultant for Haugen Consulting
Group in Denver.

“Programs like APMS and MIPS are based in quality and resource use, and we're going to need that specific patient
data from HCCs in order to demonstrate the quality and resource use,” Lunt said in the recent HCPro webinar, “HCC
Fundamentals and Risks for Physician Practices.”

How HCCs work

HCCs are determined by grouping certain ICD-10-CM codes that significantly affect the cost of care for a patient into
ranked categories of related codes which have a similar effect on resource use. First, the thousands of ICD-10-CM
codes are separated into diagnostic groups, each of which represent a specified medical condition. These diagnostic
groups are further grouped into condition categories, which represent a broader set of clinically and financially similar
conditions.

A hierarchy is determined among related condition categories so that only the most severe manifestation of the
disease is coded. Each HCC is assigned a score which will be added into the total risk adjustment factor (RAF)
score, should it be included in a payment model. Hierarchies are arranged so that conditions that are higher-ranked
in a disease hierarchy account for at least as large of a payment weight as all of the lower-ranked conditions. The
lower the number of the HCC, the higher the severity of the condition.

For example, diabetes mellitus would be arranged into a hierarchy of:

HCC17, Diabetes mellitus with acute complications
HCC18, Diabetes mellitus with chronic complications
HCC19, Diabetes mellitus without complications

If a patient has two diagnosis codes, one of which would fall in diabetes with acute complication and the other of
which would fall into diabetes with chronic complications, only the most severe of those would factor into that
patient’s risk score because that more severe HCC covers the payment weight of the lower-ranked HCC.

Other payment models include different numbers of HCCs, as the CMS-HCC model includes 90 condition
categories, while the HHS-HCC model includes approximately 120 HCCs. The definition for HCCs under each model
can be different, as one HCC in the CMS-HCC model may not be exactly the same as an HCC for similar condition
categories in the HHS-HCC model.

A patient’s final risk score is based on the sum of a demographic score (based on factors such as the patient’s age,
sex, disabled status, etc.), scores for HCCs, and an added score for interactions between HCCs. The interaction
score is assigned only when a patient has a combination of two or more diseases which would incur more costs than
the sum of the individual diseases when they present alone.

For example, a patient who presents with both diabetes and congestive heart failure would receive an interaction
score to add into the final risk score because the cost of caring for diabetes and congestive heart failure together
exceeds the sum of the projected costs for diabetes and congestive heart failure alone.

A RAF score equal to 1 represents a patient who uses an average amount of resources. Patients with RAF scores
higher than 1 represent patients with a greater than average resource use, while patients with RAF scores lower than
1 represent patients who will use fewer than the average amount of resources.
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How coders factor into the equation

Because HCC payment models utilize capitated payments based on RAF scores, inaccurate RAF scores will result
in either insufficient or excessive payments. HCCs are determined partly by demographics but also partly by ICD-10-
CM codes, so accurate diagnosis coding is vitally important in order for insurers to receive appropriate resources.

“This is a major shift for most providers who see service as the key to reimbursement but have seen little direct value
in accurately defining the patient’s condition,” said Joe Nichols, MD, principal of Health Data Consulting, Inc., in
Seattle. “Accurate and complete assessment of the patient condition and documentation of that assessment is key to
good patient care. There needs to be a focus on documentation as key part of good patient care as well as
payment.”

That documentation is no different than what a best practice for diagnosis coding would require. Claims must
include:

A health insurance claim number
Diagnosis code from a face-to-face visit
From date of services
Provider signature with credential
Provider type
Through date of services

Diagnoses must be explicitly stated and cannot be assumed by the coder, and coders should follow all ICD-10-CM
coding guidelines.

Where HCCs differ in the coding process is in documenting conditions that may not be the primary reason for the
visit but could have an effect on the patient’s cost of care. According to Lunt, coders should look for diagnoses in
patient records which meet the MEAT (monitored, evaluated, assessed, treated) criteria. Coders should keep an eye
out for conditions that might be high-cost, acute, chronic or have a status, such as dialysis status or amputation
status, as they often lead to HCCs.

Specification for disease manifestation is also important. If a patient has type 2 diabetes mellitus with nephropathy
but the physician documents type 2 diabetes mellitus, the only HCC that could be coded for the patient is HCC19
(diabetes without complications) rather than a higher-ranked HCC which would provide more appropriate resources.
Providers will need to document to the highest specificity possible, and the coding staff can use the monetary value
of this documentation to attempt to convince providers to raise documentation to this level.

“The real impact that a provider can have on the risk score and therefore payment is the accurate documentation of
the patient’s health status by billing and documenting the proper ICD-10-CM diagnosis code,” Lunt said. “The goal is
to reflect the disease burden of the patient and how much resources that patient really needs in order to be cared for
properly.”

The bottom line, according to both Nichols and Lunt, is that risk-adjustment and thorough diagnosis coding are part
of healthcare’s future, and learning to appropriately code for HCCs should not be a major jump from coding practices
that should already be in place.

“Value-based purchasing is a new concept for most providers, but good assessment, documentation, and coding is
nothing new,” Nichols said. “You can’t provide care without understanding the relevant components of the patient
condition and factoring in that information into clinical decision-making. Collecting that information for billing
purposes should not be a big leap if clinicians believe that capturing this information is important in the longitudinal
care of their patients.” 

Editor’s Note: Please email any questions to editor Arielle Aronson at aaronson@hcpro.com.
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